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Trace SemiFlushmount Ceiling
DESCRIPTION
Modern in nature and simple in style the Trace ceiling flush
mount by Tech Lighting features streams of Italian piped glass
that have been formed into a bowl shape. To further accentuate
the graceful glass formation are two metal details that add a
touch of character and charm. This elegant flush mount is
available in two distinct sizes, small and large, making it ideal
for family room lighting, bedroom lighting and bathroom
lighting. Available lamping options include energy efficient LED
or nolamp, leaving you the option to light this fixture with your
preferred lamping. LED lamping version is fully dimmable to
create the desired ambiance in your unique space. No matter
the application the Trace will add a touch of modern elegance
and sophistication to your special space. Creates an
unmistakable sparkle in any space. Small rated for (2) 60w
max, E26 medium based lamps. LED version includes (2)
9.5w, 800 delivered lumens, 2700K, medium base LED A19
lamps. Large rated for (4) 60w max, E26 medium based lamps.
LED version includes (4) 9.5w, 800 delivered lumens, 2700K,
medium base LED A19 lamps. LED dimmable with LED
compatible dimmer.
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INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagonal electrical box (not included).
WEIGHT
1012lb / 4.545.44kg ±
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ORDERING INFORMATION
700FMTRAS

SHAPE OR SIZE

S

LARGE (23" DIAMETER)
SMALL (16" DIAMETER)

COLOR

FINISH

C CRYSTAL

Z ANTIQUE BRONZE
S SATIN NICKEL

LAMP
NO LAMP

700FMTRAS ____ ____ ____ ____
FIXTURE TYPE: ________________________________________________
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